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Abstract: The Gelfand-Tzetlin method provides explicit coordinates on the parame-
ter space of the unitary group U(k) which make direct evaluations of group integrals
possible. It is closely related to the Gelfand construction of finite-dimensional irre-
ducible representations. We generalize the Gelfand-Tzetlin method to the unitary su-
pergroup U(k\/k2). The coordinates on the parameter space for supergroup integrals
and the invariant Haar measure are evaluated. As an example, the supersymmetric
Harish-Chandra-Itzykson-Zuber integral is calculated. A generalized Gelfand pattern
containing anticommuting variables is introduced which determines the representation.

1. Introduction

Almost half a century ago, Gelfand [6] constructed representations of the unitary
group based on a chain of unitary subgroups in which the dimension is lowered by
one in every step. The advantage of using such a recursive embedding becomes obvi-
ous in the structure of the Gelfand patterns which determine these representations and
results naturally in many applications in physics [4, 2]. At the same time, Gelfand and
Tzetlin [8, 7] constructed explicit coordinates on the parameter space of the unitary
group which are the interpretation of the discrete integers in the Gelfand pattern as con-
tinuous variables. Hence, this so-called Gelfand-Tzetlin method is closely related to
representation theory. Recently, Shatashvili [17] used the Gelfand-Tzetlin coordinates
in order to evaluate the correlation functions in the Itzykson-Zuber model [15, 14].
These calculations reflect the recursive structure of the Gelfand-Tzetlin method di-
rectly.

The purpose of this paper is the generalization of the Gelfand-Tzetlin method to
the unitary supergroup. Berezin [3] found a nontrivial extension of the standard anal-
ysis by employing anticommuting degrees of freedom. He also extended the standard
algebra and group theory by defining supermatrices and supergroups. After the pio-
neering work of Efetov [5], these tools are being used in many areas of physics [18].
Furthermore, a supersymmetric generalization of the Harish-Chandra-Itzykson-Zuber
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integral was found [9] which turned out to be useful in the theory of random matri-
ces [13, 12]. Further applications of supersymmetry, however, call for explicit coor-
dinates on the parameter spaces of unitary supergroups and Hermitian supermatrices.
These requirements led to the work to be presented here. The Gelfand-Tzetlin method
is generalized in Sect. 2. As an example, the supersymmetric version of the Harish-
Chandra-Itzykson-Zuber integral is rederived in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, some aspects
of representation theory are discussed. Certain calculations are performed in the ap-
pendix.

The reader might find it unpleasant and difficult to fight his way through the forest
of the rather complicated equations, richly decorated with indices, which are to come
in the body and the appendix of the paper. The author would like to assure the reader
who is mainly intertested in the purely mathematical aspects that honest attempts were
undertaken to develop a less pedantic and more compact type of notation. Regrettably,
they were not successful. Those, however, who want to employ all these formulae
in explicit calculations will quickly realize, that, under the given circumstances, the
notation used here is quite convenient.

2. Generalized Gelfand-Tzetlin Method

After formulating the problem in Sect. 2.1, we derive the Gelfand-Tzetlin equations
in Sect. 2.2. In Sects. 2.3 and 2.4 we solve these equations for small and for arbitrary
dimensions, respectively. The basis transformation is discussed in Sect. 2.5 and the
invariant Haar measure is evaluated in Sect. 2.6. The recursion of the method to all
levels is performed in Sect. 2.7 and, finally, in Sect. 2.8 all matrix elements and the
total invariant measure are expressed in Gelfand-Tzetlin coordinates.

2.7. Formulation of the Problem. We consider Hermitian graded or super-matrices
σ of dimension k\ + ki which have the form

Cl A

where σc^j = 1,2 are ordinary Hermitian kj x kj matrices and σA is a k^ x k\
matrix whose entries are anticommuting variables. This notation is referred to as the
boson fermion block notation. The diagonalization reads

σ = u~lsu , (2.2)

where u is an element of the unitary supergroup U(k\/k2) divided by the Cartan
subgroup, i.e. by the product of k\ + k^ groups C/(l). The diagonal matrix of the
eigenvalues

s = diagOn , . . . , Sfc, i , isu, . . . , isk22) (2.3)

contains k\ eigenvalues sp\ in the boson boson and fc2 eigenvalues isp2 in the fermion
fermion block. We use the notation sp = sp\,p = l , . . . , f c ι and sp+kl = isp2,p =
1, . . . , &2. The transformation law for the Cartesian volume element

d[σ] = H JI dσ% Π dRtσ%d!mσ% J] dσ£σ£ (2.4)
j=l p=\ p>q p,q
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to eigenvalue-angle coordinates is easily calculated by using the methods of refer-
ence [9],

d[σ] = B2

kιk2(s)d[s]dμ(u) , (2.5)

where dμ(u) is the invariant Haar measure. The square root of the Berezinian is given

by
R (^ - Πp> g(V-^l)Π^> g(^p2-^2)
#fc,fc 2( s) = - Ff — - : — x - (2 °)

In the special case k2 = 0, we find the usual transformation law for ordinary Her-
mitian matrices, in particular the Berezinian reduces to the squared Vandermonde
determinant,

J3 f c l jo(s) = Δkϊ(s) = Y[(spl~sql) (2.7)
p>q

and similarly for k\ = 0, k2 =/0. Moreover, in the special case k\ = k2 the square root
of the Berezinian acquires the structure of an ordinary determinant

J5 f c l f e l(5) = det
1

(2.8)

reflecting the determinantal structure of the correlation functions of the Gaussian
Unitary Ensemble [9].

Our goal is the explicit construction of a coordinate system on the space
parametrized by the matrices u. This is done by a proper generalization of the Gelfand-
Tzetlin coordinates.

2.2. Gelfand-Tzetlin Equations. The original, more geometric method [7] to con-
struct the Gelfand-Tzetlin equations for ordinary unitary matrices needs to be mod-
ified to a more algebraic procedure in the case of supermatrices for reasons which
will become clear in the following. Define up,p = 1 , . . . , k\ + ki as the columns of

u with entries uqp. These vectors satisfy u^uq = δpq and form an orthonormal basis
of a k\ + k2 dimensional space of complex supervectors. We can express the Haar
measure in the form

dμ(u) = dμ(u\,... , uk]+k2) = dμ(u\) dμ(u2,..., ukl+k-2) . (2.9)

Since u\ is an unitvector, the number of independent variables is 2(k\ + /c2)-1, and the
elements of u\ cannot be used directly as independent variables. The idea is to project
onto the k\ + k2 — 1 dimensional subspace spanned by the vectors u2,..., uk]+k2. The

corresponding projection (1 — u\u\)s(l — u\u\) of the eigenvalue matrix s has rank
k\ + k2 - 1 and the eigenvalue equation

41}41} = (l-Uiulwi-umbeM = (l-umbse™ (2.10)

has fci + &2 — 1 solutions s(^\p = 2 , . . . , fci + /c2. We refer to them as the general-
ized Gelfand-Tzetlin eigenvalues. The basis spanned by the k\ + k2 — 1 orthonormal
eigenvectors e^ is a rotation of the basis u2.... : U k l + k 2 - We can view the above

equation as a definition of new independent variables s^ which contain the k\ +k2

eigenvalues sp,p = ! , . . . , & ! + k2 as parameters. In order to solve for the eigenvalues
we consider the characteristic function, i.e. the superdeterminant
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- (4°) - detg

= detg (s - 4υ) detg (l - (s -

= detg (s - 41') ( l -

(2.11)

There are k\ — 1 eigenvalues s^ = s^,p = 2,...,k\ in the boson boson block

and ki eigenvalues s^+ = isp^p = 1 , . . . , & 2 in the fermion fermion block. The

function z (sj^) behaves differently for the two types and the above equation has to
be discussed in the limits

0 for p = 2 , . . . , k\
oo for p = k\ + 1 , . . . , k\ +

(2.12)

Together with the condition u\u\ = 1 we have k\ + ki equations to solve for the k\+kι
quantities \up\\2 = uρlupι. It is useful to write the commuting and anticommuting

variables in the form up\ = v(

p\p = ! , . . . , & ! and U(kl+p}\ = a(

p\p = l , . . . , / c 2 ,

respectively, and to introduce the corresponding k\ and ki component vectors ι>(1)

and α(1). The k\ + ki equations read then explicitly

1 =

0 =

p=l

V"
/ ^

p=l

(D 2

(1)

Π k2 fΔ ( <? ς ~ —
σ=l \lb<β

Σ
,9=1

i ?,(1) 2

(i)

zp —>• co, p = 1 , . . . , ki , (2.13)

which reduce to the ordinary Gelfand-Tzetlin equations in the case ki - 0. The
occurrence of the new equations involving the limits zp —» oo is the reason why the
original way to derive the Gelfand-Tzetlin equations in the ordinary case had to be
modified.

2.3. Solutions for Small Dimensions. The structure of Eqs. (2.13) leads to some sin-
gularities that have to be discussed carefully. To do this we first treat the case of
small fci, ki before we turn to arbitrary dimensions. This is also especially helpful for
an understanding of the role of the anticommuting variables.

In the case k\ = ki = 1 there is only one Gelfand-Tzetlin eigenvalue ίs^ and
Eqs. (2.13) reduce to
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1 = and

which yields after elimination of \

. .
ιsn -ιs 2

,,(i) a0)

(2.14)

"V

To take the limit z\ —> oo this equation has to be inverted

IS

z\
- (s\\ - i

and we find for the Gelfand-Tzetlin eigenvalue

Λ d ) 2

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

The nontrivial part is the absolute value squared of an anticommuting variable. We

introduce the complex anticommuting variable ξ^ as the Gelfand-Tzetlin coordinate,
i.e. as an independent variable,

lί1•(i) = -(sn - i (2.18)

The modulus squared of the vector elements can be expressed in the form

or a
is— is

(2.19)

Strictly speaking, the second of Eqs. (2.14) is ill-defined because it contains is^ —

isi2 = |ξ|J) 2 in the denominator. To make the derivation mathematically cleaner,

the projector in Eq. (2.10) has to be replaced by 1 + ε — u\u\ with an infinitesimal
increment ε. The Gelfand-Tzetlin equations are then well-defined and the eigenvalue
is a function of ε. The limit ε —>• 0 gives the result (2.17). Since this procedure is
tedious but straightforward for arbitrary dimensions, we do not use it in the remainder.
However, it has to be understood that all singularities of this type have to be treated

in this way. When using expressions like is^ ~ ^12 = |£ί1} 2 in the denominator as a
short-hand notation throughout the paper we simply mean that in the numerator the

term o(0 — is\2 = \ξ 0)|2 has to be omitted.
Because of its special importance for Random Matrix Theory and in order to

give an intuition for the structure of the general solution, we also discuss the case
kι = &2 = 2 explicitly in App. A.

2.4. Solutions for Arbitrary Dimensions. The form of Eqs. (2.13) indicates the struc-
ture of the solutions for arbitrary values of k\ and fe,
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Γfti V - *s

1^(1)12 _ , _ .*,
lαo I ~~ I ^p2 *£p2

- 4V

(2.20)

The moduli squared IΊ;^ 2 and α^ 2 contain all differences of eigenvalues involving
Spi and isp2> respectively. For k2 = 0 we find the original Gelfand-Tzetlin result.
Again, the form of the second of the above equations suggests the introduction of the
anticommuting Gelfand-Tzetlin coordinates ξ^ whose moduli squared are given by

Equations (2.20) can be derived along the lines given for the case of smaller dimen-
sions in the last subsection. This somewhat lengthy calculation is sketched in App. B.
A more direct way to derive the formulae (2.20) involving the representation theory
of supergroups should exist but could not be found.

2.5. Basis Transformation. As discussed in Sect. 2.2, the eigenvalue equation (2.10)
is a rotation of the basis of the subspace spanned by the vectors up,p = 2 , . . . , k\ + k2

to a new basis spanned by the eigenvectors e(

p\p = 2 , . . . k\ + k2. The first k\ com-

ponents of the vectors up,p = 1 , . . . , k\ and e^p\p = 2 , . . . , k\ are commuting, the

last k2 are anticommuting. In case of the vectors up, e
(

p\p = k\ + 1 , . . . , k\ + k2 it
is the other way around. This reflects the existence of the two types of eigenval-
ues in the boson boson and the fermion fermion block. We also use the notation
e^i = e^p\p - 2 , . . . , k\ and e^2 = e^+ ,p = 1 , . . . , k2. Since we have u\e^ = 0 by

construction, the vectors ^i, eί, , . . . , e^\k7 form a basis of the full space. To study
the basis rotation further, we rewrite Eq. (2.10),

(1) _ C(1)Λ1) , „ . 7,0) vi/hί™ 7,0) - *,t
se

(

p

l) = 4 βp +^iV where bp = u\seP' P = 2 , . . . , f c 1 + f c 2 , (2.22)

which can be viewed as an expansion of se(^ in the full space and in the rotated

basis, the crucial quantity is the expansion coefficient 6^\ There is a Pythagoras type
of theorem,

QJ1) 2 _ (1)|2 17,0)12 /9 O O Λ
bC p — bp \ t \Up I . \Δ.ΔD)

We introduce the elementary basis ep,p = 1 , . . . , fci + k2, where ep has unity at the
pth position and zeros elsewhere. Multiplication of Eq. (2.22) with ej yields

(sq-s™}ele(» = uqlb™ . (2.24)

This expression exhibits a high symmetry between the role of the variables sq and
uq\ on the one and s^ and b^ on the other side. The k\ + k2 — I component vector

6(1) and the k\ + k2 component vector u\ are in a way dual to each other. Therefore
we can construct the variables 6^ from the formulae (2.20) by interchanging the role

of the eigenvalues sp,p = 1 , . . . , k\ + k2 and s(

p\p - 2 , . . . , k\ + /c2. According to
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the structure of the eigenvectors, b^ can be commuting or anticommuting, we write

WW = b{^\p = 2 , . . . , kι for the commuting and β™ = b(£+p,p = 1 , . . . , k2 for the
anticommuting ones. We arrive at

(0

Π κ\
q=2,q=/p \°pl

Π kl fjcM _ o Λ TT^2 Λ o(]) o oO)
o=l I ^5ϋ2 ύαl j l lo=

Π k\ ί (1) (1)1 ? Q ς
σ=2 I 6ύϋ2 dglo=2

p = I , . . . , f c 2 , (2.25)

which of course can also be derived in a procedure similar to the one described in

Sects. 2.3 and 2.4. Notice that the presence of the term is^ — isp2 = \ξ^\2 allows

to replace all eigenvalues is^ with isp2 in the formula for \β^ 2. With these results
and with the expression

4υ = —i-nrrf , p = 2 , . . . , fci + fc2 , (2.26)

which follows from Eq. (2.24) we have an explicit formula for the eigenvectors.
The basis transformation from the fci + fc2 dimensional space to the fci + fc2 - 1

dimensional space can be written with a (fci + fc2 — 1) x (fci + k2) dimensional matrix
B whose rows are the adjoint eigenvectors, e(

p^,p - 2 , . . . , fci + fc2. By construction,

BB^ is the unit matrix in the fci +k2 — \ dimensional space and B^B is the projection

operator 1 — u\u\. The matrix

gW = Bs(l]B] = BsB^ (2.27)

is a (fci + fc2 — 1) x (fci + fc2 — 1) dimensional matrix of the Gelfand-Tzetlin eigenvalues.
Equation (2.24) can then be written in the form

(2.28)

which emphasizes the relation between the vector 6(1) and the basis transformation.

2.6. Invariant Measure. We calculate the invariant Haar measure dμ(u\) which was
defined in Eq. (2.9) by evaluating the invariant length element squared,

Γ!ΊI' Γ\Ί\Λ — \ C\ΊΓ '*Γ\ΊΓ ' 4- N dί^r '*dr\r ' (J 9Q^Ct/LLι Lt/u/1 — 7 LίUγ, UiUj-. i 7 (JLUί^. (JLLJi^. . ^Z/.Z*"^

p=l p=\

For the commuting vector elements we introduce polar coordinates

p= l , . . . , f c ι (2.30)

and find for the differentials
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+ \υ.,d) 2 (2.31)

The new independent variables are the Gelfand-Tzetlin eigenvalues in the boson boson
block, the phase angles introduced above and the Gelfand-Tzetlin eigenvalues in the
fermion fermion block, we use the ordering

After an explicit computation of the differentials of the vector elements and some
further algebra which is sketched in App. C we can write the invariant length element
squared in the form

. (2.33)

The metric tensor for the new coordinates in the ordering (2.32) follows immediately
from the invariant length element squared,

9"

(2.34)

It should be emphasized that the metric tensor is diagonal in the commuting variables

s(^ and Ί&W and diagonal in the pairs ξ^\ξ^* of anticommuting variables. This
highly welcome and appreciated feature will have far reaching consequences for the
harmonic analysis. Of course, the calculation of the invariant measure becomes trivial.
From the superdeterminant of the metric tensor,

Π fci

P=l = 4k2-

we obtain for the invariant measure

dμ(uι) = 2k2~kl+l-

where we use the notation

and c(i)

(2.35)

(2.36)

(2.37)
p=l p=l

for the products of the differentials. The domain of integration for the commuting

variables sp^p = 2 , . . . , k\ follows analogously to the ordinary case from Eqs. (2.20)
because the moduli squared of the vector elements are positive. Hence we have
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i , (2.38)

and, of course, no bounds on the domain of integration for the anticommuting vari-
ables.

The invariant measure is a generalization of the original Gelfand-Tzetlin measure
which is a ratio of Vandermonde determinants, it follows from formula (2.36) in the
case k2 = 0. This structure of the invariant measure is no surprise from the viewpoint
of representation theory. It is known that the invariant measure of the unitary group
can be found from the one of the Hermitian matrices by replacing the eigenvalues with
the phases of the Cartan subgroup. Since the Gelfand-Tzetlin eigenvalues parametrize
the reduction of an unitary vector space by one dimension, the invariant measure
has to be the ratio of the invariant measures of the reduced and the original space.
Apparently, these considerations do also apply to the unitary supergroup.

2.7. Recursion. The process of slicing off the column u\ of the matrix u by project-
ing onto a subspace can be continued recursively. At each step a basis transformation
of the type discussed in Sect. 2.5 reduces the relevant space by one dimension. After
k\ steps all anticommuting variables are treated and we are left with the original
Gelfand-Tzetlin problem for the ordinary unitary group U(k2). Since the procedure is
rather straightforward, we simply summarize the results in the following. There are
all together k\ + k2 steps and corresponding subspaces defined through the projection
operators

m

p(m) = 1 - ̂  Upul , m = 1 , . . . , kι + k2 . (2.39)
p=l

This expression is equivalent to

p(m-\) = γ^Upul = umϊ4+p ( m ), ™>= l , . . . , f c ι + f c 2 , (2.40)
p=m

where we include the zeroth level and p(0) = 1 for notational purposes. The projections
read

with s(0) = s. The Gelfand-Tzetlin equation at each level,

e(m)g(m) — gO™)^777-) — ^(ra) (ra—1) (ra) (m) (242)

has k\ +k2 — m eigenvalues s(™\p = m + 1 , . . . , k\ + k2 and as many orthonormal

eigenvectors e^m),p = m + 1 , . . . , k\ + k2. We write the elementary basis as ep = e^\
The projection operators can be expressed as

p(m} = Y^ e^
m)4m)t , (2.43)

p=m+\

since by construction we have

e(m) Up = 0 , p = l , . . . , r a , </ = m + l , . . . , f c ι + f e (2.44)
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For the basis transformation at each step we need the expansion coefficients 6^m+1\P =
m + 2 , . . . , / c ι + / C 2 defined through the equations

(2.45)

and the scalar products between the eigenvectors at subsequent steps which can be
written as

p(m-l)Um) = _!i! ?ίϋL_fc(m) (2.46)

by using Eq. (2.45). Everything is now expressed as a function of the scalar products
e(™~l^Um and of the expansion coefficients 6^m). These are the crucial quantities at
all levels.

At the first k\ levels, labeled ra = 1 , . . . , k\, there are k\ — m eigenvalues s^ —

s^m\p = m + 1 , . . . , fci in the boson boson and k2 eigenvalues is^ = sj^+ ,p =
1 , . . . , k2 in the fermion fermion block. Correspondingly, we have k\—m eigenvectors

ej™} = e^m),_p = m + 1 , . . . , k\ in the boson boson block with scalar products

γrk2 / (m-l) _ (mΛ τ-rfc, /V™"0 _ s^
m-lλ

11(7=1 I ύpl ^σ2 / llσ=m,σ^p I *pl ύ σl /
\ / i < -i ί i \ A i y

p = m , . . . , fci , (2.47)

and &2 eigenvectors e^^ = e^p, p = 1 , . . . , k2 in the fermion fermion block with
scalar products

^p •>

(m-l) _ . 0
5p2 ^5p

Π
fcι Λ'c^771-1) -(mA TT^2 Λ ^m-!) , O(TO-!)_ 1 I tO r\

Π f e 2,1 ig^l ,97

p= I , . . . , f c 2 , (2.48)

where the moduli squared of the complex anticommuting Gelfand-Tzetlίn coordinates
ξ^m) are given by

C(m)|2 _ , c(m) (2.49)

As at the first level, 6^m) can be commuting or anticommuting, and we write w^ =

b(™\p = m + 1 , . . . , kι for the commuting and (3(

p

m} = b(^p,p = 1 , . . . , k2 for the
anticommuting ones,
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q\ ) Llq=l l Λ p l ~ L*q2

p = m+ l , . . . , f c ι ,

i—τk\ ( (m) (m— l)λ TT^2 / (m) (Ί

p = l , . . . , f c 2 . (2.50)

T f c2
l</=m+l

The invariant measures at these k\ levels are given by

ra= l , . . . , f c ι , (2.51)

where we use the notation

^m) and d[^(m)] =
p=m+l p=m p=l

(2.52)
for the products of the differentials. For the domain of integration of the commuting
variables we find

p = ra + 1 , . . . , fci ,

0 < tfp

m) < 2π , p = ra,..., kλ , (2.53)

where m = 1 , . . . , k\. Again, the Berezin integrals are evaluated as usual.
The /cf1 level is the last one where anticommuting variables appear explicitly,

the further k2 steps are exactly like in the original Gelfand-Tzetlin problem. For
the sake of completeness, we give the formulae in the following. At the level m =

k\ + 1 , . . . , fci + fc2, the Gelfand-Tzetlin equation has fci + fc2 — m eigenvalues is^ =

s^+piP = rn - k\ + 1 , . . . , /c2 which do not contain further anticommuting Gelfand-

Tzetlin coordinates and k\ + k2 — rn eigenvectors e^ = e^+p,p = ra — fci + 1 . . . . , fc2.
Since the order of the commuting and anticommuting variables is now interchanged
in the eigenvectors and the vectors um, we write the scalar products in the form

= m — k \ , . . . , k > 2 .(2.54)

Similarly, we write the expansion coefficients at the levels m = k\ + 1 , . . . , k\ + k^ in
the form w^ = b(™\p = m + 1 , . . . , k\ + k2 and obtain for the the moduli squared
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(2.55)

The invariant measures at these fc2 levels are given by

m_k _k Δk]+k,_m(ίs(™})

i + l , . . . , f c i + f c 2 , (2.56)

where we use the notation

r/fς^ 7 7 7^! — I [ rJ^171^ and rl\ι^rn^Λ — TT di^^ O S7ΊLt/l <3o I — II Ct/O <-) dllvα L ί / I C / I — II UUU „-. \/^.u I )
z j_ _|_ pz J . J . . P

p-m — k\+\ p=m — k\

for the products of the differentials. The domain of integration of the commuting
variables is given by

0 < ^ m ) < 2 π , p = m - f c ι , . . . , f c 2 , (2.58)

where m = &ι + 1 , . . . , k\ + /c2.

2.8. Matrix Elements and Supergroup Measure. Using the recursion, we can now
express all elements of the unitary supermatrix in Gelfand-Tzetlin coordinates. From
Eqs. (2.39),(2.43) and (2.44) we find

k\+k2

qι=2,...,qp-\=p

where all scalar products are given explicitly in the last subsection. The invariant Haar
measure of the unitary supergroup is the product of the invariant measures evaluated
above,

dμ(u) = - - - — - Π 4sίm)Mtf(m)]dβ(m)] TT
B

(2.60)
which does not depend on the Gelfand-Tzetlin eigenvalues that parametrize the unitary
supergroup. This yields inserted in Eq. (2.5) an explicit expression for the volume
element of the Hermitian supermatrices.

Finally, we write the elements of the Hermitian supermatrix σ defined in Eq. (2.1),

σqp = u\sup , (2.61)

as functions of the Gelfand-Tzetlin eigenvalues. Without loss of generality we assume
q > p and obtain
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σ - ? yt s(P-i) ?, - V *(v-λ\,ϊ e(p~l} e(p~l}] v (2 62Ϊσqp ~ aqb aP - / ^ bq> aqCq' Cq' ap > l^.ΌZ;

q'=p

where all scalar products are given by Eq. (2.59). For the matrix elements on the
diagonal we find

σpp = trgs(p-}} - trgs(p} , (2.63)

where we use the notation s ( fc l+/C2) = 0. This remarkable result is a generalization of
the corresponding formula for ordinary Hermitian matrices [17]. The derivation of
the expression (2.63) requires some lengthy calculations. Again, a more elegant proof
involving representation theory is likely to exist.

3. Harish-Chandra-Itzykson-Zuber Integral

As shown by Shatashvili [17], the Gelfand-Tzetlin method is, due to its recursive
structure, very well suited for the study of correlation functions, i.e. angular averages,
in the Itzykson-Zuber model [15, 14]. We will demonstrate in the following that the
same is true in the supersymmetric case. The supersymmetric version of the Harish-
Chandra-Itzykson-Zuber integral [9]

exp (i\xgu~l sur) dμ(u) , (3.1)

where r is a diagonal matrix of the type (2.3) was first evaluated by generalizing the
diffusion equation technique of Itzykson and Zuber [15] to supermatrices. We restrict
ourselves to the rederivation of the integral (3.1), the generalization of Shatashvili' s
correlation functions is then straightforward.

With Eqs. (2.2) and (2.63) we obtain

k\ /C2

trgu~lsur =

p=\

J^ (3.2)
p=l

where the traces are given by

fci

q=p+\ q=[

k2

- i s ^ i P = 0 , . . . , J k 2 - (3.3)

The structure of the invariant measure (2.60) and the second of Eqs. (3.3) show that
the integrals over the variables s(/Cl+p), ̂ kl+P\p = 1, . . . , /c2 amount to nothing else but
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the ordinary Harish-Chandra-Itzykson-Zuber integral over the group U(kι\ exactly
as calculated by Shatashvili. The remaining expression

/

n,j

^_ί

del e x p ί - i ί i s i T V z ) ) (3.4)

allows an easy evaluation of the integrals over the anticommuting variables. From
Eq. (2.49) we find

k2

trgs(p~1} - trgs(p) = trs\p~^ - trsιp) + Y^ \ξ^\2 ,1 i / -j y

/j'c^i/ _ A o _ι_ \ |t (p)|2 /Q c\
Ϊ5 2 — ^Sql ' / Isσ I ' v-^ ^/

The determinant in Eq. (3.4) is written in the Laplace expansion, yielding as the first

term exp(
arrive at
term exp(-ztn4fcl)ir2). Collecting all contributions with anticommuting variables, we

e x p - i
p=l 9=1

(3.6)

which is invariant under permutations and therefore also the result for all other terms
in the Laplace expansion. The thus obtained expression

det

p=l

(ϊ (tr,(r υ - tr^) rp l) (3.7)

contains again nothing else but the ordinary Harish-Chandra-Itzykson-Zuber integral
as evaluated in reference [17], but this time over the group U(k\). The final result
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^((/cι-fc2)2-(/cι+

(S'Γ' ~

det exp(^ιr l )) det ) . . . > 2

Bklk2(s)Bklk2(r)

is a generalization of the formula derived in reference [9J which is found from Eq. (3.8)
in the case k\ = k^.

The calculation performed here shows some kind of a coset structure. The integrals
over the subgroups Ufa) and Ufa) have the well known ordinary form and are
completely decoupled. Moreover, the integrals over the anticommuting variables are
also decoupled and explore the coset manifold U (k\ / ki) / (U (k\) ® Ufa)). These
features will become more transparent in the following section.

4. Aspects of Representation Theory

In the representation theory of the ordinary unitary group Z7(fe), Gelfand [6] introduced
the irreducible basis corresponding to the group chain

U(k) D U(k - 1) D D [7(2) D [7(1) , (4.1)

which is determined by fc(fc+l)/2 positive integers x^\ ί = 0 , . . . , k— 1, j = z + 1 , . . . , k
satisfying the condition

χl;:?<χ?<χ(;-1} (4.2)
The basis vectors are eigenfunctions of the complete set of commuting operators in
the group chain (4.1) and are labeled by the Gelfand pattern

~ „
2 3 ' ' '

(D (D ... (D

(4.3)

which is related to the Young and Weyl tableaux. The jth row in this pattern belongs
to the irreducible representation of the group [7(fc +1 — j). Excellent reviews on these
topics can be found in references [4] and [2]. The Gelfand-Tzetlin method [8, 7]
shows a close relationship between these irreducible representations and an explicit
coordinate system on the parameter space of the unitary group U(k).

In view of this discussion, we are led to the conclusion that the construction of
coordinates on the parameter space of the supergroup U(k\/k2) performed in Sect. 2
has implications for the representation theory. It was shown in references [10] and [11]
that the group [7(1/1) can be represented, analogously to the ordinary group SU(2),
by graded Wigner functions. These representation functions are matrix elements in a
space which is formally similar to a Hubert space. Anticommuting variables play a role
formally similar to the angular momentum quantum numbers and appear also in the
orthonormality relation. Hence, there exists a representation of the supergroup [7(1/1)
determined and labeled by a complex anticommuting variable. These considerations
can now be generalized to the unitary supergroup U(k\/kι). We view the commuting
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Gelfand-Tzetlin eigenvalues s^\ m = 0 , . . . , fci — l.p = m + l , . . . , / c ι and zsj^j m =
& ι , . . . , f c ι +/C2 — l,p = m — A i + l , . . . , / ^ as positive integers subject to the conditions

<r,£<ί4τ2n)<*4rn, (4-4)
which were already stated for the continuous variables in Eqs. (2.53) and (2.58).
Naturally, there is no interpretation of this sort for the anticommuting variables
ξpm\ £pm)% m = 1 , . . . , fcι,p = 1 , . . . , &2 We obtain the generalized Gelfand pattern

(D

Jfcι-1)
0 7 1

r O ) 2

C(2)
^1

• (^i) (&ι)
^522 ^532

+1) (feι+1)
'22 ^32

• (/eι+/c2-2) - (kι+k2-2)
^5(/c2-l)2 Ϊ5A;22

• (kι+kz-1)

(4.5)

which labels representations of the unitary supergroup U(k\/k2). The generalized
Gelfand pattern consists of two triangular subpatterns for the commuting and one
rectangular subpattern for the anticommuting variables. Obviously, the two triangular
subpatterns label irreducible bases of the ordinary unitary groups U(k\) and [/(fe) and
hence both together label irreducible bases for the direct product U(k\)®U(k2) which
is a subgroup of the supergroup U(k\/k2\ The remaining coset U(k\/k2)/(U(k\) 0
U(k2)) is represented by the rectangular pattern of anticommuting variables. From the
construction, we may conclude that the generalized Gelfand pattern labels the basis
which corresponds to the supergroup chain

U(kl/k2) D U(kι - l/fc 2) D D U(l/k2) D U(k2) Z) D ί/(2) D t/(l) (4.6)

and that the basis functions are eigenfunctions of the complete set of commuting op-
erators in this chain. The structure of the generalized Gelfand pattern is also reflected
in the harmonic analysis to be discussed in a forthcoming publication.

There is already a theory [16] of finite-dimensional representations of the superal-
gebras gl(k\/k2) and u(k\/k2) involving a Gelfand pattern. Although anticommuting
variables do not appear in those, there ought to be a connection to the generalized
Gelfand pattern (4.5) for the supergroup U(k\/k2) which contains anticommuting
variables explicitly. Moreover, Balantekin and Bars [1] constructed representations of
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the unitary supergroup in terms of extended Young supertableaux. Again, anticom-
muting variables do not appear explicitly in those tableaux and it remains an open
problem to find the relation to the generalized Gelfand pattern (4.5).

5. Summary and Discussion

We generalized the Gelfand-Tzetlin method to unitary supergroups U(k\/k2) through
a purely algebraic construction. By slicing off the first column of the unitary superma-
trix, a projection to a subspace is defined. The resulting generalized Gelfand-Tzetlin
equations for the Gelfand-Tzetlin eigenvalues contain certain singularities which are
a direct consequence of the presence of anticommuting variables. The moduli squared
of the vector elements are expressed in differences of the eigenvalues of a Hermitian
supermatrix and the Gelfand-Tzetlin eigenvalues. The solutions led to the definition
of complex anticommuting Gelfand-Tzetlin coordinates. The structure of the solution
suggests that a more sophisticated derivation than the direct calculation performed
here must exist which should have a direct relationship to the representation theory.
Upon evaluating the eigenvectors, a dual vector was found which defines a basis
transformation analogous to the ordinary case. The invariant length element was cal-
culated in the new variables. Remarkably, the corresponding metric tensor is diagonal
which shows once more how symmetry adopted the Gelfand-Tzetlin eigenvalues are.
The resulting Berezinian is the square root of the ratio of the two Berezinians for the
spaces involved, again indicating a deeper meaning from the viewpoint of represen-
tation theory. The recursion of the method was performed to all levels. All elements
of the unitary and the Hermitian supermatrices were expressed in the new variables.
The total invariant measure of the unitary supergroup does not contain those new
variables and is a simple product of all independent differentials. All of our findings
reproduce the original Gelfand-Tzetlin results for k\ = 0 or ki = 0. The calculation
of the supersymmetric Harish-Chandra-Itykson-Zuber integral exhibits the inherent
coset structure of the generalized Gelfand-Tzetlin coordinates.

Taking into consideration a previously derived representation of the supergroup
[7(1/I), we concluded that the generalized Gelfand-Tzetlin method has a close rela-
tionship to the representation theory of supergroups. A generalized Gelfand pattern
was constructed which labels the basis of eigenfunctions of a complete set of com-
muting operators in the supergroup chain which generalizes the group chain discussed
by Gelfand. The pattern contains two triangular subpatterns determining representa-
tions of the maximal, ordinary product group which is a subgroup of U(k\/k2). The
remaining pattern of anticommuting labels represents the coset. Once more, the au-
thor would like to emphasize that a deeper understanding of those representations is
highly desirable, also from the viewpoint of applications. The harmonic analysis on
the spaces discussed here will be published elsewhere.
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A. Appendix: Derivation of the Moduli Squared for k± = k2 = 2

In the case k\ = k^ = 2 there are three Gelfand-Tzetlin eigenvalues and four
Eqs. (2.13). From the first two equations, which do not involve Z\,ZΊ, we find

~ S .(i)
21

1
— 521

-
a,0) (A.I)

and analogously for by exchanging s\\ and 521. After inserting this into the
last two equations, inverting them and taking the limits z\, Z2 —» oo we find

- 521) (2522 - 25(

12

}

0 = is\2 — ί 2522 - 25V

12' I + *1 I

+2 (A.2)

and similarly for ίs22 The most general form of the Gelfand-Tzetlin eigenvalues is

α , p = l , 2 . (A.3)

This ansatz yields two sets of solutions for the coefficients cpo, cpn, cpi2 and cp2 We
arrive at

S(D _
^12 ~

(is22 -^ 12) (^522 -

(A.4)

and similarly for is^ Again, the non-trivial part of the Gelfand-Tzetlin eigenvalues
in the fermion fermion block is the modulus squared of anticommuting variables. We
introduce the anticommuting Gelfand-Tzetlin coordinates ξp\p= 1,2 where

< r ( i ) 2 _ (i)
""

L P2 (A.5)

Collecting everything and solving for the modulus squared of the vector elements
yields

-521

511 -25

,(Dι2 -

(521 -
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_ oO)
m,o \ it / V 21

*1

m o i ^ LL i \ <-<- 21 / ^ 22
J1) 2 - V ' V ^ . (A.6)

These calculations are not completely trivial. Properties of the anticommuting vari-
ables and rules for manipulations with Vandermonde determinants have to be used.

B. Appendix: General Derivation of the Moduli Squared

The first k\ of Eqs. (2.13) can be viewed as a system of linear equations for the
moduli squared of the commuting matrix elements. Define a k\ component vector v
with entries \υ^ 2, a k\ x k\ matrix M with entries

Mιq = 1 , q= l , . . . , f c ι

Mpq = ^y , p = 2,. . . , f c ι , q= l , . . . , f c ι , (B.I)
5<?ι ~~ 6>pi

and a fcj component vector α with entries

k2

α, = 1-]Γ

ap = ~ Σ . . ' _ ( ! ) . P = 2. .*ι (B 2)

The resulting linear system
M? = α (B.3)

can now be solved with Cramer's rule. The k\ x k\ matrix M(p) is found from M by
replacing the pth column with α, thus we have

detM(p)

Expanding det M(p) and regrouping terms yields

detM detM

where the (A i — 1) x (fci — 1) matrix M^ is constructed from M by removing the
first row and the pth column and the k\ x k\ matrix M(p^ is found from M by

replacing the pth column with 1 in the first entry and with I/ (isq2 — s^\ j in the

entries p' = 2 , . . . , k\. To evaluate the determinants further, we make use of Cauchy's
lemma,
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det
1

LLp,q\Xp ~ Dp,g=l } . . . , f c

for two sets of variables xp, yp,p = 1, . . . , fc. Using properties of the Vandermonde
determinant we arrive at

π ii
which after inserting into the last k^ of Eqs. (2.13) and regrouping terms gives

1 lg=2 I p2 <Zp

is(l
1 -

V2 -
(B.8)

allowing to invert both sides of the equation and to take the limit zp —> oo. With
numbers κp,p = 1 , . . . , /% which take the values zero or one we find the system

o - Σ Π
Σ

k2

V

(B.9)
of A:2 equations that can be solved with an ansatz of the type (A.3). It is of course
easier to show that the expressions (2.20) satisfy Eqs. (B.7) and (B.9).

C. Appendix: Invariant Length Element

We write the modulus squared of the commuting vector elements and the anticom-
muting vector elements explicitly as functions of the anticommuting Gelfand-Tzetlin
coordinates,

XD 2 _

<χ

(i)

π
q=l

Π
and find for the differentials

n(D
q=l

crr

(C.I)
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which gives inserted into Eq. (2.29) for the invariant length element squared after a
straightforward calculation

du\du\ = - y ^ ,t 1

p,q=2

k->

s-s$}(s-s™

4 / ^
p,q=

,0)
=1 <S - ^7 (S-™

P2
*0)

k2

4V 5 — IS

(C.3)

This can be enormously simplified by observing that the bilinear forms in the above ex-
pression are related to the orthonormality relation of the eigenvectors. From Eq. (2.26)
we find

'p I "Ί

which yields

S - &' ] 5-5

,(0

+k2 (C.4)

p=2

v(l) 2
*p

14 o(D
, (C.5)

where |α^}|2 and |̂ 1} 2 have to be inserted as they stand in formulae (2.20) and (2.25).

A further simplification is obtained by expanding in \ζ^ 2 and reordering terms,

< ,̂Ί 1 +
lSp2 — IS

(1)

.CD 2 | / Q ( 1 ) | 2

^(1) |2

*p I
(υ

- 2-
^5p2
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= 2

(C.6)

where jp\s) is defined through the expansion. Thus, we find the desired result (2.33).
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